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INTRODUCTION

• What is climate change adaptation?



INTRODUCTION

• IPCC: Adaptation is adjustment in 
ecological, social, or economic systems in 
response to actual or expected climatic 
stimuli and their effects or impacts.



INTRODUCTION

• Please give example from your 
own strategies to adapt to 
climate change
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BASIC SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE: CORRELATION BETWEEN 
CO2 AND TEMPERATURE



BASIC SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Source: IPCC, AR5



BASIC SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Source: IPCC, AR5



• Why do we need to adapt?



WHY DO WE NEED TO ADAPT

Source: IPCC, AR5



WHY DO WE NEED TO ADAPT

Source: IPCC, AR5



WHY DO WE NEED TO ADAPT: 

Source: IPCC, 
Global Energy 
Statistical Yearbook 
2020

Total Energy Consumption



WHY DO WE NEED TO ADAPT: TOTAL ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

Source: IPCC, 
Global Energy 
Statistical Yearbook 
2020
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VULNERABILITY

• Which house structure are more vulnerable to 
storm?

A B



VULNERABILITY

• Why?

✓ A B



VULNERABILITY

• How do we know if the area is exposed to the 
storm? How often it has been occurred? What 
would be the future condition?



VULNERABILITY

• Community 
Vulnerability 
Assessment Tool 
Methodology by 
Lisa et al, 2002



IMPACT

• fgfg



IMPACT

•How many houses have been 
destroyed by the storm? How much 
has it cost?

•How many family/population affected?



GROUP DISCUSSION

• Identify the impacts of climate change in 
your country or area (your project idea) and 
provide the reference/evidence to support 
your argument with specific location and 
type of climate hazards (flood, storm, 
drought, landslide, thunders etc…).



REFERENCE:

•ncsd.moe.gov.kh→ data portal, 
resources

•sciencedirect.com

•researchgate.com



Baseline data?

•Future condition?



SECTORAL IMPACT

• IPCC-AR5

-Freshwater resources

-Terrestrial and inland water systems

-Coastal systems and low-lying areas

-Ocean systems

-Food security and food production systems

-Urban areas

-Rural areas

-Key economic sector and services

-Human health

-Human Security

-Livelihood and poverty



ADAPTATION OPTION

-Structural/physical: engineered and built 
environment, technological, ecosystem-
based, services

-Social: educational, informational, 
behavioral

-Institutional: economic, law and 
regulations, government policies and 
programs



ADAPTATION OPTIONS



ADAPTATION OPTION

-Avoid maladaptation

-Economic of adaptation



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY

-Identify vulnerabilities to climate 
change impacts

-Assess opportunities for reducing 
risks

-Take actions that are consistent 
with the goals of sustainable 
development



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY

Source: GCF Working 
Paper



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY

• SAP project title: Multi-Hazard Impact-Based Forecasting and Early Warning System (MH-IBF-EWS) for 
the Philippines

Paradigm shift object: Increased climate-resilient development

This project will address the urgent need for a more proactive and inclusive climate risk management
in the Philippines anchored on a people-centered multi-hazard impact based forecasting and early warning
systems (MH-IBF-EWS) for flood, landslide, severe wind and storm surge. A MH-IBF-EWS that is people-
centered will increase the availability of, access to, and understanding of early warning, enabling end-
users, particularly in the last mile, to reduce their exposure to climate risks, and strengthen their
absorptive and adaptive capacities to better manage or adjust to impacts brought about by climate shocks
and climate change, and increase capacities to develop long-term climate risk reduction and adaptation
measures



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY

• The project will thus catalyze a paradigm shift from the traditional weather forecasts to multi-hazard 
impact-based forecasting and early warning. The project innovation includes combining best available 
science and local knowledge on probabilistic hazard mapping, modelling and forecasting and risk 
assessment. Capacity development on climate risk management, including preparedness, forecast-
based early actions and financing and response will ensure that impact-based early warning services 
will be usable down to the last mile. Probabilistic risk assessment, mapping, and technologies will be 
developed to provide risk information that will inform development policies, investment programs, and 
resilience plans at national and local levels.



CLIMATE-RESILIENT PATHWAY

• The project will enable timely and actionable warning information to end-users, particularly the 
communities at-risk. By improving people’s understanding of potential impacts of extreme 
hydrometeorological events, communities can take early mitigating actions and minimize or prevent 
adverse impacts on lives, livelihoods, property and economy. Improving the EWS through people’s 
meaningful participation and communication, dissemination and information system that supports 
decision-making and planning by all end-users will redound to a reduction of loss of life and assets, 
mitigation of anticipated negative impacts of climate-induced hazards before, during and after extreme 
weather events, and development of a diverse range of proactive and inclusive climate risk 
management and adaptation strategies.



GROUP WORK

•From the project idea that you select, 
develop a paragraph which will 
indicate how your idea will contribute 
to climate-resilient pathway in 
sustainable development context.



REFERENCE

• IPCC AR5: Working Group 2 reports

• IPCC global energy statistic year book

•USAID Low Emission Land Use Planning

•GCF: Philippines’s submission for SAP


